
PRESS RELEASE – JAC CADEAUX  

Have you always admired the way French dresses look? It leaves anybody awestruck to watch them 

carry themselves in the lovely outfits paired with just the right shade of lipstick and accessories.  

It’s like anywhere they walk is a ramp and they are the centre of attention. For the first time, French-

inspired products have been introduced in Australia. Jac Cadeaux has brought selection of exclusive 

French themed products which includes:  

 Lux Luggage 

 cotton Canvas Totes and Clutches with sequins 

 100% linen Nautical Striped dresses 

 long sleeve tops and t-shirts 

Want to know what’s unique about us? 

The products are designed from premium quality material which makes you look graceful while wearing 

them and they are available at affordable prices. This might make you feel that our products aren’t 

durable but you are mistaken. They are long-lasting because we chose the finest fabric to design our 

products. We don’t compromise on the quality just for quantity.   

We all know, when it comes to fashion, nobody can do it better than the French. They are effortless 

when it comes to deciding what to wear for which occasion. Whether it is an evening occasion or a 

morning event or just a daily look; you can always get some tips from a Parisian woman. Jac Cadeaux 

inculcates the same level of sophistication as a French woman.  

You must be wondering who is behind this idea? 

Claudia is the founder of Jac Cadeaux. The idea to bring French style to Australia stemmed from the time 

she spent 4 years in France. It was like each French woman was a beautifully painted canvas which was 

walking towards her. She witnessed their art of immaculate dressing and their day to day lifestyle that 

inspired her to introduce Australians to their unique, authentic and elegant style. 

 “Having lived there for 4 years, it created an eternal fascination and appreciation for beautiful 

French products,” Claudia says while remembering her wonderful time in France. 

The reason she decided on the name ‘Jac Cadeaux’ for her French-inspired product line is a story in 

itself!  

Being a mom her inspiration for the name is none other than her daughter. She chose the initials of her 

two loving daughters –Ava and Juliette along with her name for naming her brand.  

If the name is so inspired and creative you can only imagine how one of a kind her products will be. You 

can check out the website https://jaccadeaux.com/collections/all  and surf around for something that 

might suit you. If you are a little confused, don’t worry. You can read our blogs to find some helpful tips 

https://jaccadeaux.com/collections/all


related to dresses, handbags, and accessories. They will give you some knowledge about French dressing 

style.  

Elevate your dressing sense from ordinary to extraordinary with products from Jac Cadeaux.  

 


